(the dreaded “taper” finally began this month), yields have risen
accordingly. For example, 10-year U.S. Treasury note yields now
The “wall of worry” was high at the start of the year, but domes- exceed 3 percent for the first time since July 2011.
tic equities markets climbed it easily, backed in large measure by
Anybody who tried to diversify or hedge meaningfully got hurt in
an improving economy and an accommodative Federal Reserve.
2013, at least in comparison to those who were all-in on domesThe Dow, the S&P 500, and the small-cap Russell 2000 were in
tic equities. The Global Dow Jones Index
record territory for much of the year and
was up over 27 percent for the year but
all ended up with very big annual gains.
the Global Dow ex-U.S. was up only about
Equity investors spent most of 2013 alter9 percent. Long-term Treasuries were
nating between rejoicing at the lack of bad
down 15 percent for the year and their
economic news and worrying that good
corporate bond counterparts were down 7
news would prompt the Fed to start
percent despite a generally constructive
cutting its support. However, the Fed ulticredit story. Municipals, agencies and
mately deferred action until 2014 and the
mortgage-backed securities all finished in
market continued to rally.
the red; REITs were flat. Gold was crushed
General economic uncertainty rattled marand other commodities performed poorly
kets worldwide, and especially emerging
too.
markets, during the summer months.
There were more stocks in the S&P 500
However, headlines about potential soverthat returned 60 percent or more for the
eign defaults abroad became scarcer as the Eurozone emerged
year than stocks that lost money. The key to “beating the marfrom the longest recession in its history despite 12 percent unket” in 2013 was simple if incredibly dangerous: no bonds, no
employment. Meanwhile, China announced plans for economic
shorts, no hedges, no diversification, and
reforms designed to reduce state monopono tactics. Since that sort of investment
The key to “beating the
lies and to open up its banking system. In
performance isn’t predictable in advance, I
the United States, regulators finally adopt- market” in 2013 was simple
would never advocate it. Thus it’s a given
ed the Volcker rule, which will limit Wall
if incredibly dangerous: no that any portfolio I constructed would have
Street banks' ability to speculate with their
bonds, no shorts, no hedg- underperformed U.S. stocks in 2013.
own money, and Janet Yellen prepared to
replace Ben Bernanke as Fed chairman.
es, no diversification, and By year's end, the S&P 500 had nearly triMeanwhile, despite the confusion in Washpled since its March 2009 low. However,
no
tactics.
ington, terrific corporate profits helped to
the markets must now begin navigating
reassure investors.
unfamiliar terrain as the Fed begins to taper its support while ongoing dysfunction in Washington, high
The bond markets, on the other hand, finally saw the rate inequity valuations and a tepid if ongoing economic recovery concreases forecast for so long. The Barclays U.S. Aggregate bond
tinue to provide reasons for concern even as the federal deficit
market index lost 2.1 per cent for 2013, its first losing year since
has been reduced substantially and corporations continue to
1994 and only its third annual negative total return since 1976.
crank out record profits.
With the Fed now buying a bit less Treasury and mortgage debt

2013 in Summary

barrel.

2013 Snapshot

Currencies: The U.S. dollar made a round trip during the year,
ending 2013 at roughly the same place it started as compared
Equities: The Dow industrials spent 52 days setting fresh all-time with the six other major currencies. Between January and July,
closing highs, while the S&P 500 had its best annual percentage the dollar gained more than 5 percent on anticipation of potential Fed action, only to see those gains vanish during the year's
gain since 1997. However, neither came close to matching the
spectacular performances of the NASDAQ and the Russell 2000. second half as tapering failed to materialize. Now that tapering
has begun, this will be a market to watch.
The Russell's 39 percent increase gave small caps their fourth
best year ever, while the
Gold: Gold and gold
NASDAQ returned better
-related investthan 40 percent. The Global
ments got hamDow faced anxiety about Fed
mered in 2013, falltightening on the global
ing from just under
economy, especially emerg$1,700 an ounce in
ing markets. However, like
January to just over
the four domestic indices, it
$1,200 by year's
nevertheless managed to
end, a 28 percent
more than double its 2012
decline. Low inflaprice gains. REITs suffered
tion reduced gold's
the most, with returns of
traditional value as
only 2.7 percent for the
a hedge against
year, as measured by the
higher prices and slow but real global economic recovery underDow Jones Equity All REIT Total Return index. Residential mortcut the perceived need for safe havens.
gage REITs were the worst performers in the sector, losing 12
Hedge Funds: Hedge funds returned an average of 7.4 percent in
percent.
2013, as measured by the Bloomberg Hedge Funds Aggregate
Bonds: Bond investors were haunted by possible reductions in
Index, trailing the S&P 500 for the fifth straight year. Since hedge
Fed bond purchases and the apparent potential for an unprecefunds are remarkably diverse, this doesn’t provide a lot of helpdented default on U.S. debt. Neither of those materialized in
ful information, but this sector does provide a plausible proxy
2013, but the brinksmanship over the debt ceiling briefly sent
for “alternative investments,” which are similarly diverse and
short-term Treasury yields higher than those of the one-year
wide-ranging.
note in October. The flight from bonds (for example, PIMCO’s
The Economy
flagship Total Return Fund lost $41.1 billion in assets in 2013)
left the benchmark 10-year Treasury yield at just over 3 percent
Unemployment: The employment picture continued to improve,
at year's end as prices continued to fall. The biggest losses were
albeit slowly. The unemployment rate ended the year at 7 perin long-term corporates (-5.68 percent), emerging market bonds
cent, its lowest level in more than five years and an improve(-7.79 percent), TIPS (-9.26 percent) and long-term U.S. Treasurment from 2012’s closing 7.8 percent. The unemployment rate
ies (-12.48 percent) while only senior loans, which are largely
has now fallen 3 percentage points from its October 2009 high
floating rate (4.06 percent) and junk bonds (7.53 percent) saw
of 10 percent, but more people have stopped looking for work.
significant gains. Investors have been betting on a bond bubble
GDP: U.S. economic growth accelerated throughout the year.
for years and they kept getting crushed for it, sort of like how
Elaine told Jerry that just as she thought he couldn't get shallow- The sluggish 1.1 percent expansion seen in the first quarter rose
to 4.1 percent by Q3, the fastest economic expansion since Q4
er, he drained a little more water out of the pool. But bonds fi2011.
nally seem past it.

The Markets

Federal Reserve: After keeping the world in suspense much of
the year, the Fed finally announced it would begin slowly and
gradually reducing bond purchases beginning this month. Members of the Fed's monetary policy committee stated that its target interest rate could remain at its current low level into 2015,

Oil: A quasi-resolution to a global standoff over Syria helped oil
prices retreat from late-summer highs of over $100 a barrel.
However, despite increased U.S. production, oil prices ended the
year up almost 6 percent from December 2012, at roughly $98 a
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even if unemployment falls to 6.5 percent, so long as inflation
remains low.

Survey of Professional Forecasters, continuing research conducted from 1968-1989 by the American Statistical Association and
the National Bureau of Economic Research. The survey asks various economic experts their views of the probabilities of recession for each of the following four quarters and comes up with
an “Anxious Index” reflecting those asserted probabilities.

Inflation: Inflation remained well under historical averages, allowing the Fed to begin tapering. By December, consumer inflation had fallen to an annual rate of 1.2 percent from the previous December's 1.8 percent, while wholesale prices gained a
mere 0.7 percent over the same time period, half the inflation
A CXO study of that data determined that the forecasted probarate of a year earlier. Meanwhile, consumer spending was up 2.6 bility of recession for a quarter explained absolutely none of the
percent from the previous year.
stock market’s returns for that quarter. In fact, the data suggests
that the forecasts were a mildly (if not materially) contrarian
Housing: Despite being hampered by higher mortgage rates, the
indicator of future U.S. stock market behavior. The survey reads
housing market demonstrated resilience. The 13.6 percent yearlike a primer on recency bias in that bear markets lead to bearish
over-year average price gain in the S&P/Case-Shiller 20-City
market forecasts and vice versa while the forecasts have no preComposite Index was the strongest since February of 2006,
dictive power whatsoever. In other words, the “experts” are like
putting home prices back at mid-2004 levels. New-home sales
the rest of us – they (and we) tend to worship at the altar of
rebounded from a summer slump and by November were 16.6
price momentum in the church of what is happening now. The
percent ahead of the previous year. Meanwhile, the Commerce
lousy track records highlighted by CXO are entirely consistent
Department said a 23 percent jump in housing starts in Novemwith a long line of academic research (most prominently from
ber put them almost 30 percent ahead of a year ago.
Philip Tetlock) establishing the lack of value provided by socalled “expert” forecasters across fields and disciplines. The
Why an “Outlook” at All?
problem isn’t limited to economists.
We typically see all sorts of outlooks, forecasts and predictions
around New Year’s. But before we start to look at what might be Dresdner Kleinwort wrote a paper in 2005 on the history of financial forecasts and found that when a composite of analyst
ahead in 2014, let’s consider what is and isn’t possible or likely
forecasts on things like bond yields and stock prices were overand what we can reasonably expect from this sort of Outlook.
laid with what actually happened, the forecasts had an almost
Nassim Taleb tells a sardonic story about forecasting that is true
perfect lag. A few months after bond yields rose, analysts forein spirit if not specifically true. As the story goes, a trader liscast that they would keep rising. A few months after yields fell,
tened to his firm’s chief economist provide a forecast about the
analysts switched their forecasts and predicted yields would
markets and then lost a bundle acting on it. His boss fired him.
continue to fall. Accordingly, the paper’s conclusion was a very
The trader angrily asked why he was fired rather than the econosimple one to make. "Analysts are terrimist, as the economist’s poor forecast
The “experts” are like the rest bly good at telling us what has just hapled to the poor trade. The boss replied,
pened, but of little use in telling us what
“You idiot, we aren’t firing you for losing
of us – they (and we) tend to is going to happen in the future," the
money; we’re firing you for listening to
worship at the altar of price report said. Markets, like analysts and
the economist.” As the expression goes,
investors, tend to assume that tomorrow
momentum in the church of
an economist is an expert who will know
will look a lot like yesterday, moving as a
tomorrow why the things he predicted
what is happening now.
herd toward what is often the wrong
yesterday didn’t happen today.
conclusion.
The joke is funny because market forecasts and predictions have
such a long and ignominious history. For example, Irving Fisher
was a noted 20th century economist. Nobel laureate Milton
Friedman called him “the greatest economist the United States
has ever produced.” But just three days before the famous 1929
Wall Street crash he claimed that “stocks have reached what
looks like a permanently high plateau.”

Recent events support the trend. According to Bloomberg, the
50 stocks with the lowest Wall Street analyst ratings at the end
of 2011 outperformed the S&P 500 by seven percentage points
in 2012. Things were even worse in 2013. Morgan Housel recently dug through FactSet data on companies with the most
buy and sell recommendations from Wall Street firms as of January, 2013. He discovered that the companies with the most sell
ratings in January outperformed the market by a median 25 percentage points, while those with the most buy ratings underper-

Moreover, the data supports the anecdotes. Since 1990, the
Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia has conducted a quarterly
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formed by more than seven percentage points. Note too the
“2013 Fearless Forecasts” from bond maven Bill Gross of PIMCO:
1) Stocks and bonds return less than 5 percent; 2) Unemployment stays at 7.5 percent or higher; and 3) Gold goes up. All
three were dead wrong (although bonds were poor in 2013).

much the only forecast that is almost certain to be correct is
that market forecasts are almost certain to be wrong. We’d all
be wise to recall Warren Buffett's admonishment to ignore all
forecasts because they tell you nothing about where the market
is going.

The broader data confirms the idea too. Mainstream Wall Street analysts routinely forecast
how the S&P 500 Index
will do. The index started
the year at 1426.19,
closed at 1848.36 and
yielded a total return of 32.4 percent. I have listed the Wall
Street analysts forecasts for 2013 below with the percentage by
which they missed the mark on a price basis. Summary: they
missed by a lot.

Pretty much the only forecast
that is almost certain to be correct is that market forecasts are
almost certain to be wrong. So
why an Outlook at all?
So why an Outlook at all (even though it’s not a forecast or even
less a prediction)? There are three primary reasons. The first is
that doing so is interesting and fun. It forces serious consideration of what’s going on. That is a valuable exercise. Secondly,
longer-term forecasts (and especially those based upon appropriate valuation measures) do have a history of rough accuracy.
We can have almost no idea of what will happen in the nearterm while still having a pretty good idea of what investment
prospects and returns should look like over the next 5-10 years.
For example, three years ago Duke professor Edward Tower
studied the predictive power of the asset-class forecasts from
the investment-management firm Grantham Mayo van Otterloo
and concluded that they were quite valuable. Finally, a good
Outlook can remind us where we are and highlight the trends
and possibilities we are most likely to face going forward. There
are so many variables and “unknown unknowns” (to use Donald
Rumsfeld’s famous phrase) that we will necessarily be wrong a
lot. Nobody can offer Truth with a capital “T.” But it is possible
to be helpful. It’s a modest but important goal.

Firm / S&P 500 Target / Missed it by this much (%, as of December 31, 2013)

















Wells Fargo / 1,390 / 33.0%
UBS / 1,425 / 29.7%
Morgan Stanley / 1,434 / 28.9%
Deutsche Bank / 1,500 / 23.2%
Barclays / 1,525 / 21.2%
Credit Suisse / 1,550 / 19.2%
HSBC / 1,560 / 18.5%
Jefferies / 1,565 / 18.1%
Goldman Sachs / 1,575 / 17.4%
BMO Capital / 1,575 / 17.4%
JP Morgan / 1,580 / 17.0%
Oppenheimer / 1,585 / 16.6%
BofA Merrill Lynch / 1,600 / 15.5%
Citi / 1,615 / 14.4%
AVERAGE / 1,534 / 20.7%

Those who are unfamiliar with forecasting’s less than illustrious
history will likely be shocked at how far off they all were. Nobody was remotely close. Let’s stipulate that these alleged experts are highly educated, vastly experienced, and examine the
vagaries of the markets pretty much all day, every day. Yet it
remains a virtual certainty that they will necessarily be wrong
and often spectacularly wrong. One can look at many other high
-profile stock pickers and find numerous tales of woe. If you
think you can predict the future in the markets, think again. Your
crystal ball does not work any better than anyone else’s. Pretty
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are fewer stocks they think are cheap. But cash is building up in
many of their portfolios. George Soros reportedly has been
shorting S&P 500 futures. Legendary investor Seth Klarman has
announced that he would return some of his investors' money
because he was having difficulty putting those assets to work –
there just aren't that many attractive investment opportunities.
He was followed by Daniel Loeb, who, for the first time in his
firm's 18-year history, will give investors back some of their
money. For its part, hedge fund giant D.E. Shaw has closed the
doors to several of its
There is very good reafunds. There is very good
son to be nervous.
reason to be nervous.

The Present Situation
The current valuation of the S&P 500 is high by almost any
measure, including the following, consistent with U.S. equity

Accordingly, and despite some interesting claims to the contrary, we remain embroiled in the secular bear market which began
in March of 2000 and are thus subject to strong cyclical market
swings in both directions but little overall long-term growth. We
are long overdue for a 10 percent or even greater correction
markets in general: (1) the Price/Earnings ratio; (2) the current
even though I do not see any obvious reason to suggest that
P/E expansion cycle; (3) Enterprise Value/Sales; (4) EV/EBITDA;
this cyclical bull market has run its course. In the post-WWII era
(5) Free Cash Flow yield; (6) Price/Book as well as the ROE and
P/B relationships; and compared with the levels of (6) inflation; there have been 27 corrections of 10 percent or greater and 12
bear markets of down 20 percent or more. The average decline
(7) nominal 10-year Treasury yields; (8) the Q-ratio (which
measures the value of stocks versus their replacement cost) and was 13.3 percent over the course of 71 trading days. We have
(9) real interest rates. Moreover, the cyclically-adjusted P/E ratio seen three corrections of at least 10 percent since the March
clear that the Fed’s on(despite recent suggestions that it is no longer a relevant meas- 2000 lows. It seems
going accommodative
monetary policy stance,
uring stick) suggests that the S&P 500 is currently 30 percent
designed to turn every
investor into FOBOR
overvalued in terms of (10) Operating Earnings Per Share and
(“forced
buyers
of
risk”), has successfully
(11) about 45 percent overvalued using As Reported earnings.
forestalled a correction
to this point and may
All in all, returns over the next 5-10 years are not likely to be
continue to do so for a
while yet.
very good. Note the GMO 7-year forecast referenced above,
which is at least as good as any.
But I hasten to emphasize that we only have three full examples
of secular bear markets and are in the midst of a fourth. That is
much too small a sample size to draw anything like definitive
conclusions. Moreover, the historical contexts of each were remarkably different. Thus, as Keynes rightly cautioned, it should
be clear that the market can remain irrational longer than one
can remain solvent. Accordingly, our outlooks, even over the
longer-term, must remain tentative at best and flexible in the
extreme.

Just as significantly, some very good money managers are taking
money off the table. They stress that they aren't saying the stock
market can't continue its record-breaking rise just because there
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with a median return of 11.96 percent. The market was positive over 72 percent of all 10-month periods (with median reDomestic equity investors spent most of 2013 alternating be- turns of 8.9 percent) and over 80 percent of 10-month wintween rejoicing at the lack of bad economic news and worrydows when interest rates rose (with median returns of 7.9
ing that good news would prompt the Fed to start cutting its
percent). Per Crestmont Research, gains have been made in 47
support. However, the Fed ultimately deferred action until
percent of the years within secular bears and 2013 was the 8th
2014 and the market continued to rally. Even the deferred
best gain-year among 28 gain-years in secular bears since
“taper” is now limited to cutting the monthly purchase of secu- 1901.
rities from $85 billion to $75 billion. Even though this $10 bilMore good news is anything but a sure thing, obviously. The
lion move – starting this month – was largely a surprise, the
big themes for 2014 (beyond some unforeseen news or event)
accompanying press release let investors know that inflation
will likely be how fast the Fed reduces its billions in monthly
remained non-existent and that future tapering and interest
asset purchases and whether earnings for the S&P 500 will
rate actions will be driven by progress on job creation and
continue to log new highs. But one question for 2014 will
markets rallied some more.
dominate all others: can the great bull market in risk assets,
The taper hasn’t done any market damage to this point, but
and especially in domestic equities, continue for another
we still need to find out how much the corporate success and year? Analysts’ forecasts for 2014 are highly correlated, with
profitability we’ve seen of late will be sustained without a very almost everyone expecting stronger global GDP growth, dovish
accommodative Fed. Moreover,
central banks, rising long-term
last year we got a taste of what
interest rates and strong equity
happens with even a modest
markets. U.S. equities are exuptick in interest rates. ConsidThe path of least resistance is upward. pensive, as noted above, but are
er that from May to early July,
still very cheap relative to
when rates on the 10-year U.S.
bonds. European and other forTreasury notes rose about 1
eign stocks are cheap relative to
percent, long-term U.S. Treasuries lost about 15 percent in
the U.S., as long as investors are willing to believe that profit
value. Rates may have already rolled back a bit, but I would
margins in Europe will rise as the recovery proceeds. After a
bet that they will rise some more in 2014. This rough period
dreadful 2013, emerging market equities are really cheap, but
of rising yields in early 2013 may be instructive as to how
most experts aren’t willing to jump back into that particular
things may play out in the New Year. My guess is that slowly
pool.
rising rates won’t be a problem for stocks (away from highly
For those expecting a crash, the data doesn’t seem to support
interest-rate sensitive sectors like REITs and BDCs), but that a
the idea that one is likely, even though the unforeseen is albig jump in yields won’t be received well.
ways possible and often much more likely than we expect. The
Fed policy coupled with an economy that continues to imDow Jones Industrial Average has had 11 crashes of 35 percent
prove, albeit slowly, suggests a promising market. U.S. manu- or worse since it was created in 1896. The Great Depression
facturing is back above pre-recession levels and so is houseincluded four such crashes, the worst being the period 4/30hold net worth. American politicians are even introducing bi7/32, during which investors lost 86 percent over 813 days.
partisan budget deals. Meanwhile, on the international front, The most recent (1/00-10/02) was comparatively benign (a
China seems to be stabilizing. Europe is growing. Japan is im37.8 percent drop over 999 days). Current valuations in no way
proving. And Iran is at least talking compromise. That gold
equate to pre-crash levels and various new research techremains weak says that doom and gloom is unexpected. Factor niques into equity market bubbles don’t suggest we’re in one.
in recent surveys of affluent investors revealing them to be
A correction in the 10-20 percent range is a very realistic possisitting on $6 trillion and as much as 50 percent cash in their
bility (if not the most likely scenario); a crash is much less so.
portfolios and it should be clear that the path of least reThose looking for a crash most often have political or ideologisistance is upward.
cal reasons for doing so. But it can’t be ruled out either.

What to Expect in 2014

As noted by S&P Capital IQ Chief Equity Strategist Sam Stovall,
“good years often follow great years.” More specifically, the
S&P 500 has gained more than 25 percent 23 previous times
since 1926. The next year was positive fully 15 of those times

Bespoke Investment Group points out that from March 2003
to October 2007 – basically the entirety of that cyclical bull
market – the S&P ran on for 1,153 trading days without so
much as a 10 percent correction. The October 1990 to October
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1997 period is an even longer rally – 1,767 trading days without
a 10 percent correction despite some serious overvaluation.
Those make the current rally (no 10 percent correction since
the Fall of 2011) tame by comparison. How much longer it continues remains the operative question. But smart investors will
recognize the risks and act accordingly.

When looking ahead to 2014, I start with the obvious – stocks
are costlier today than they were, thanks mostly to rising prices
and multiple expansion. But valuation is a highly imprecise tool,
and value-based (cheap) investments often are in the red prior
to becoming profitable. Accordingly, I suggest taking
some winnings off the table,
Top Ten Recommendations
hedging, and tilting your
I made 10 specific recommendations for 2013 last January as I portfolio a bit away from U.S.
have each year since I began these Outlooks back in January of equities and toward more
2011. It’s time to turn in my scorecard for 2013 before moving reasonably priced internaon to my 2014
picks. As always, some tional stocks.
of these “picks”
are actually pieces of My “top ten” 2014 recomadvice, repeated
annually. These inmendations for your considclude diversification and rebalancing, eration are as follows.
for example. My
actionable picks in1. Diversification. Diversification didn’t pay-off this year, as
cluded a judicious use of alternative investments, U.S. stocks with a global presence, low volatil- noted above. But it always pays off over the longer haul. It’s
ity stocks, hedged equity and emerging markets equity. Emerg- one sure “free lunch” in investing. I recommend it yet again.
ing markets exposure wasn’t a problem through the first half of 2. Beware bonds generally. After losses this year, rates are
the year but was obviously a mistake thereafter. Had I been
likely to continue upward. Indeed, this past year marked what
managing these investments in a portfolio I wouldn’t have ridis probably the end of a 31-year secular bull market in bonds.
den EME all the way down, but since these are annual picks I
While I don’t suggest eliminating bonds entirely and emphasize
will suffer the full weight of the carnage on my scorecard.
that various bond sectors and fixed income strategies will offer
The performance of these “top ten” picks since I started making value this year and going forward, the easy portfolio “ballast”
them is charted below in comparison to the Vanguard LifeStrat- that has traditionally come from bonds will not be so readily
available going forward. Buyer beware.
egy Moderate
Growth Fund
(VSMGX), a representative 60:40 fund
with a 40 percent
allocation to domestic stocks, a 20 percent allocation to
international stocks
and a 40 percent
allocation to bonds. VSMGX earned 15.04 percent in 2013 and
has earned roughly 5.25 percent over 5-years and just over 6
percent over 10-years. Performance in 2013 for my actionable
picks is approximated using the Barclay UCITS Index for alternatives (7.42 percent), the S&P 500 Index for U.S. stocks with a
global presence (32.4 percent), the S&P 500 Low Volatility Index for low volatility stocks (23.59 percent), the Swan Wealth
Advisors Defined Risk Strategy for hedged equity (11.16 percent) and the MSCI EME emerging markets index for emerging
markets equity (-2.3 percent). Except for the emerging markets
debacle, that’s not bad at all. My longer-term numbers are
even better.

3. Avoid “personal volatility.” While a correction or even a
market crash remain possibilities, the “personal volatility” of
trying to time the market is almost always a bad idea. As the
great investor Peter Lynch put it, "Far more money has been
lost by investors preparing for corrections, or trying to anticipate corrections, than has been lost in corrections themselves.”
Overall, markets are positive roughly 3-out-of-4 years and in
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roughly half the years of a secular bear market. As long as the
Fed continues to keep short rates around zero (said to be on tap
until 2015 or so), the market's path of least resistance is clearly
higher, making a big cash position a major risk. Moreover, investors and advisors should temper their tendency to fire money
managers for recent underperformance. Multiple studies have
shown that the wealth lost by investors from the practice of
firing and hiring managers on the basis of recent performance –
at both the personal and institutional levels – far exceeds the
average net-of-cost underperformance of active management.
This sort of “personal volatility” is highly dangerous.

that time frame turned out to be dead wrong. But I think it’s
finally time to stick a toe back in the water. Since the major
earthquake and tsunami in March of 2011, Japan has restored
its production capacity, upgraded its infrastructure, and brutally
cut costs such that its companies have become leaner and more
competitive than ever before. The economy there is improving
at a quick pace. Yet roughly half of all Japanese stocks are trading below book value. Risks remain, but I like Japan.

9. Timber. This sector is the one (semi-) bright spot within
GMO’s long-term forecast shown above. It’s also one commodity that may be retained and still provide ongoing cash flow,
making it much less speculative. The price of timber has risen by
an average of about 5 percent annually for the past century, and
those gains include strong performances during some of the
worst markets in U.S. history. It should provide a helpful hedge.

4. Alternative investments. Non-correlation, while more difficult to achieve than many think, remains a worthy goal in a secular bear market. Thus the judicious use of alternative investments and strategies remains a good choice today. That said,
many investors’ expected returns for alternative asset classes
remain too optimistic and careful selection remains crucial in
this area. For example, well-managed REITs performed very well
across-the-board in 2012 but suffered in 2013, largely on account of rising interest rates, a trend that is likely to continue in
2014.

10. Hedged Equity. In a secular bear market, hedging allows

exposure to equity markets with downside protection. In the
aggregate and over the longer-term, market portfolios are often
outperformed by hedged portfolios in secular bear markets because of the disproportionate impact of losses in relation to the
gains required to recover losses. Most significantly, as the mag5. Take some winnings off the table. This past year was a
nitude of the loss increases, the required recovery gain expogreat one for many investors. Those who were particularly suc- nentially increases. This approach makes even more sense in a
cessful should consider whether they can and should lower their world where fixed income investing is so perilous. It is once
risk profiles. Once you’ve already won the game, there isn’t any again my favorite “top ten” pick.
reason to keep playing.

Investing successfully is really hard.

6. Re-balance portfolios systematically. This
recommendation was a “no brainer.” It always
makes sense.

Conclusion

7. European Stocks. As Mario Draghi, Presi-

Investing successfully is really hard. To put it into a bit of perdent of the European Central Bank, declared recently, “The Gov- spective (based upon some research by David Yanofsky for
erning Council strongly emphasizes that it will maintain an acQuartz and beginning at the start of 2013), if you had picked the
commodative stance of monetary policy for as long as necesbest stock to buy every day and put all of your money in it at the
sary.” How much the European Central Bank's ongoing support beginning of the day before selling it at the end of the day, you
will help the region's struggling economy – the official unemcould have turned $1,000 into $264 billion by mid-December
ployment rate is 12% – remains to be seen. But easy money
alone. Did you (or anybody else) do that? I didn’t. If you did not
should continue to give a boost to European stocks, which start- achieve a 100 percent return for 2013 you did not get even 4/10
ed to run in the second half of 2013. The threat of a meltdown
-millionths of what was available for the taking. The S&P 500’s
on account of southern Europe’s problems has faded from the
“puny” 32 percent return in 2013 doesn’t look quite so great
headlines but ongoing (and real) concerns have created a situa- after all, does it?!
tion where European equities still trade at a discount to historiWith that context, I expect the stock market to trudge higher in
cal valuations and are more cheaply valued than domestic
2014 and bonds to continue to struggle. But we remain in a secstocks. I’m optimistic.
ular bear market. A correction is coming, and it could be this
year. It’s important to recall that markets don’t need a major
8. Japanese Stocks. Since the end of 1990, Japanese stocks
have been a minefield. Multiple “buy” recommendations during catalyst to take a big hit. Yet even though a correction may be
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inevitable, its timing is not. I think a total retreat from the market is riskier than a correction, especially if and when proper
caution is exercised by hedging and taking risk off the table.

“behavior gap” has been estimated to be.

According to the polling data, American investors aren’t sold on
stocks as objects of wealth creation. But the data is clear that
they are wrong.
We all want the best of both worlds. We want big upside poten-

If we’re going to be successful investors, we need to be disciplined enough to avoid euphoria when times are good and despair when times are bad. “Prudent” is not a popular word. It’s
not sexy in the least. But good investing is prudent and mindful
of all risks. I encourage all of you to be prudent investors in 2014
and beyond.
tial and simultaneously want a guaranteed downside where we
still make money. We all hate to lose money, even temporarily.
However, any manager who claims that he strives to outperform during both bull and bear markets (much less does so)
should be treated with great skepticism because it's incredibly
difficult, perhaps impossible, to do so over the longer-term. Of
course, as GMO's James Montier recently pointed out, fund
managers know that that's the white whale that many investors
(and advisors!) are chasing, so they'll keep offering it to them,
even if they can't deliver. That's what made Bernie Madoff so
beguiling: his apparent (and fraudulent) ability to deliver consistently high returns regardless of the market environment. Such
inappropriate expectations are at the heart of why investors so
consistently act contrary to their long-term best interests. They
act emotionally and consistently mess things up.
Here's a chart from Betterment showing just how big this
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Securities and advisory services are offered through Madison Avenue Securities, a member of FINRA and SIPC, a registered investment advisor.
This report provides general information only and is based upon
current public information we consider reliable. Neither the information nor any opinion expressed constitutes an offer or an invitation to make an offer, to buy or sell any securities or other investment or any options, futures or derivatives related to such securities or investments. It is not intended to provide personal investment advice and it does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any
specific person who may receive this report. Investors should seek
financial advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in any
securities, other investment or investment strategies discussed or
recommended in this report and should understand that statements regarding future prospects may not be realized. Investors
should note that income from such securities or other investments,
if any, may fluctuate and that price or value of such securities and
investments may rise or fall. Accordingly, investors may receive
back less than originally invested. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Diversification does not guarantee against loss in declining markets.
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